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ABSTRACT:This paper describes a digital simulation method of ground mo七ionsusing a seismological 
model. The method is based on the spectral repr田 entationof stochastic waves in conjunction with the 
stochおもicsummation of the small ruptures in making use of the representation七heoremof elastodynamics 
of七hefar field seismic wavl白. Numerical example demonstrat回 theeffect of the directivity of seismic 
waves on the acceleration time histories. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

In order七osimulate high frequency ground mo-
七ions(三 about1 Hz) at an average site from an 
average ear七hquakeof specified size， Boore (1983) 
presen七eda stochastic method in which the Fourier 
spectrum amplitude of simulated ground motion 
approximates the acceleration spectrum wi七hω-2
property and a single corner frequency (Hanks and 
McG山 e，1981) 

It is well known that the rupture plane of large 
earthquake is too large to be treated出 apoint 
source， and the slip motion as well部 stressdrop 
紅 enot uniform (irregular) over the extended rup-
ture plane. These heterogeneities of the rupture 
proc田smay cause the signi五cantdepaiture from 
the self similarωー2model of source spectrum (Aki 
and Richards，1980; Papageorgiou，1988). 

In order to represent a type of heterogeneity of 
the extended rupture， the effects of source-station 
geometry， and七heeffects of propagating rupture in 
a simple model， Joyner and Boore (1986) consid-
ered a model where many small rupture町 e邸町e
added toge七herwith. their start times distributed 
randomly with uniform probability over the rup-
ture duration. 

In this paper， we apply the above Joyner 'and 
Boore method to the general empirical Green's 
function method proposed by Harada， et al.(1995， 
1996) which is the generalization ofもheIrikura for-
mulation (Irikura， 1988). Consequently， we pro-

pose an average spectrum of ground motions at a 
distance from an ex七endedrupture where a type 
of he七erogenei七yof the ex七endedrupture， the ef-
fects of source-s~ation geometry， and the effec七sof 
propagating rupture are taken into accou.nt. 

2 SPECTRUM OF GROUND MOTION 
FROM STOCHASTIC SUMMATION OF 
SMALL EARTHQUAKES 

2.1Stα付加.gEquαtions 

The starting equations in this paper belong to the 
empirical Green's function method initially sug-
gested by Hartzell (1978). This method， which 
has been discussed in detail by Irikura (1988)， is 
a method七osimulate ground motions from an ex-
tended rup七ureon七hebasis of the representation 
theorem of elastodynamics. Here， a brief discus-
sion of the relevant mathematical formulation is 
presented in the frequency domain， and a new trans-
fer function is presented， which accounts for the 
difference of the slip time functions between ex-
tended rupture and small rupture area. 

The extended rupture plane with length L and 
width日ris divided into small rupture areas with 
lengthムLand wid七h.6.W，出 shownin Fig.1. 
Using the representation theorem of elastod戸lam-
ics， the far-field displacement u(x，t) in a homoge-
neous， iso七ropic，and layered medium can be ex-
pressed in七hefollowing integral form (Aki and 
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Fig.1 Schematic diagram of七heGreen's function 
method and its no七ation

Richards， 1980; Somerville，etαl.， 1991): 

NL Nw rf.m+6.L r'T1n+6.W . 
u(a， t) =乞LC.._ I .._ D(cm，η'n， t-Tmn) 

m=ln=lν、m Jηn 

*G(x，とm，ηn，t -tmn)dcdη(2.1) 

where x (x， y， zf is the observation sta七ion，
D(ι'rj，t) is the velocity of the source time func-
tion a七position(乙η)on the extended rupture， 
G(x，と，η，t -tc'T1) is the Green's function (the im-
pulse respo∞nse ofmedi同urr叫I
volution. Tmn is the rupture propagation time from 
the hypoce凶erof exもendedruptureもothe (m，n)th 
small rupture area， and tmn is the propagation time 
for S waves to travel from the (m，吋thsmall rup-

ture area to the observation s七ation，which are de-
fined by: 

に Rmn - R
T恥7円m凡肌ln-与2円;tr打mn

VR vs 

where (mn is七hedistance from the hypocenter of 
the extended rupture to七he(m川 )th small rupture 
area，凡nnis the dis七ancefrom the (m，η)th area 
to the observation station， R is the hypocentral 

distance of the extended rup七ure，t匂isthe rup-
ture velocity， and Cs七heS wave velocity of七he

medium. 
The Fourier transform of Eq.(2.1) yields the 

following equation: 

NL Nw  rcm+ムLrη百十6.W . 

u(山)二 ZZAJ L; D(ふ い )

G(X，Cmiηn，ω)e-ω(Tmn + tmn)dcdη(2.3) 

In order七otake into accoun七七hedifference of 
the slip time functions between the extended rup-
ture and the small rupture， the transfer function 
is introduced， which is defined as: 

D(cm，η町ω)Tmn(ω) _ .: \"，'~' '/n， -， (2.4) 
Dmn(~m ， ηn ， ω) 

where Dmn(cm，η町 ω)is the Fourier transform of 
the velocity of the slip time function at position 
(cm，ηn) of the small rup七ure. By using Eq. (2.4) ， 
Eq.(2.3) can be writ七en部:

NL Nw  

u(x，w) =乞乞Tmn(ω)umn(x，w) (2.5α) 
m=ln=l 

where 

hM=C17+~m品川)

G(伊♂，Cm，η恥叫?ω刈)e一tωω(什Tmn+t仏mn)沿dごd向η (ρ2.5bめ) 

In Eq件似.(2.5b)，包mnバ(♂ ，川内Lμ吋4
ment due tωO 七出hesmall r叩upμture. Equation (2.5) 

indica七estha七themotions from七heex七endedrup-
ture is the summa七ionof the motions from the 

N L X Nw small rupture are出 with七heweight of 
Tmn(ω) . 

Based on Eq.(2.5)，組 approximatemethod can 

be obtained， using a single record 'l匂ιo(x，バ，u.μ刈ι
七h恥e(mo仏， η 0ω)th rup 七加ur陀ea町re伺a.By assuming that 七he 

slip time function of each small rupture and the 
Green's function from七heposition of each small 
rupture to the observation station are approximately 
equal七othose from the (mo，η。)thrupture area， 
then Eq.(2.5a) can be reducedぉ:

Nr. Nw  n 

u(り )=乞乞法制作-iωtmn匂o(瓜 ω)

(2.6α) 
where 

tmn = Tmn + tmn (2.6b) 

In deriving Eq.(2.6)七heeffect of the hypocentral 
dis七anceon the Green's function h出 beenconsid-

ered approximately because the S wave attenuates 
inversely proportional to七hehypocentral distance 
in a homogeneous isotropic medium. 

From七hesimilarity conditions of earthquakes 
(Kanamori et al.， 1975)， the following relations are 
derived: 

Mn" 内 L W D 
C~~V)l/j = A-r =一一二一二一 =N (2.7) 
mo ムL ム叫1 Do TO 

where N = NL 二 Nw，and Mo is the seismic mo-
ment of the extended rupture; mo the seismic mo-
ment of the small rupture area; D and T are the 
五naloffset of七hedisloca七ionand the disloca七ion

rise七imeof the extended rupture， respec七ively;Do 
and TO七hoseof the small rupture. 

The七ransferfunction ~叩(ω) de五nedby Eq.(2.4) 
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given extended rupture. It is noted here that the 
duration Tf depends on the size of the extended 
rupture and on the rupture velocity， but it also 

depends on七heorientation of the observation rel-
ative to the rupture (see subsection 2.3). It is also 
notedもh抗七heduration Tf is assumed to be a r釦-

dom variable with uniform probability. By con-
sidering the practical situation， the small rupture 
are出町eassumed identical. For七heattention of 
七hesource characteristics， we neglect the correc-
tion of the hypocentral distance. 

Wi七hthe above出 sumptionsthe Fourier spec-

trum of the uni-component waveform 切 (ω)from 
もheextended rupture may be written such邸:

100 

一
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一

切(叶主主弘n(w)e-i
can be ob七ainedby speciちringa slip time func七ion.

The following transfer function is used in this pa-
per: 

(2.9) 

where uso(ω) represents -the Fourier spectrum of 
もheuni-component waveform from a small rupture 
area， and t-:nn the time delay uniformly distributed 
over Tf. By 七位cingthe expectation over the en-

semble， the average source spectrum lus(ω)1 is ob-
tained邸:

(2.8) 
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(2.10) lus(ω)1 = SUMN(ω)IT(ω) Iluso(ω) 1 

w拍he悦r児eITマ(いωμω叫J冷)1ド阿=斗ITr打mn

e伍ci白en凶1北七 of random summation giv，刊enby: 

SUMN(ω) = [N2 { 1 + (N2ー 卯(ω，TfO)1
2}f/2 
(2.11α) 

where 

IP(ω，Tfo)1 = __1/ー¥"I (Si[W1] -Si[旬 2])2

叫んf(ネ)L 

where κis a parameter that controls the value of 
七hetransfer function in high frequency range(ω 三
ωc = 2/T). Although several physical models exist 
(Aki and Richards， 1980)， the generation process 
of high frequency seismic waves due七oextended 
rupture may be qui七ecomplex. Therefore， with-
out the use of physical models， one p征 ameterκ
has been in七roducedhere， which has to be empiri-
callyes七imated.For κ=1， the transfer function is 
equivalent七othaもobtainedby assuming the ex-

ponential function for slip time functions of the 
extended and small rupture are出 (Haradaet al.， 
1995) 

十何刷一仰2]-州+刷)2] 1/2 

(2.11b) 

2.2Average characteristics of the source spectrum 
of an extended rupture obtained from αstochastic 

summation of sma 
where 

(2.11c) 

旬 2= 2(1 -V3OTr!:!-) 
凶 fO

In Eq.(2.l1a)勾ois the mean of the observed rup-
ture duration Tf， and OTf is the coefficient ofvari-
ation of Tf. The functions Si and Ci represent 
the sine and cosine integrals. The first corner fre-

quencyωfO is defined in this s七udysuch as: 
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(2.11d) 

(2.11e) 

旬 1= 2(1 + V3OTr!:!-) 
UノfO

2 
ωfO二不一

.1 (0 

We consider here a simple model for a simulation 
of the many patterns of irregular propagation of a 
coheren七rupturefront仕oma specified hypocen-
ter on a gi ven ex七entedrupture plane. For each 
pattern of irregular rup七ures，the small rupture 
町 e出 canbe considered to be distributed on the 

extented rupture plane with later s七arttimes a七

progressively greater distances from the hypocen-

七er.However， in considering七hecollec~ion of many 
patterns it may be appropriate to出 sumeapprox-
imately that七hestart times of small rupture are部

are randomly distributed with uniform probabil-
ity over the observed rupture duration Tf of the 
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Fig.4 Normalized spec七raof large earthquake by 
七heJ oyner and Boore s七ochasticsummation of 
small earthquakes， compared to the ω-2 specもrum
(heavy line). (In the c出 eofκ 二 5)
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Fig.3 Normalized spectra of large ear七hquakeby 
the Joyner and Boore s七ochasticsummation of 
small earthquakes， compared to the ω-2 spec七rum
(heavy line). (In the c部 eof κ=1) 
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the transfer func七ionof Eq.(2.8) can be rewritten 
as: 

α
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The frequency varia七ionof function IP(ω?勾0)1 
is shown in Fig.2 for DT/ =0.05， 0.3， and O.p. For 
small value of DTi =0.05， the frequency varia七ion
of IP(ω， T/o) 1 indicates a wavy form wi七hpeaks 
and troughs， similar to the behavior in the c部e
of deterministic rupture duration (DT/ = 0) where 
the function P(叫勾0)is given by: 

where， 

N=  (盟)1/3ニ己主
moωc  

The source spectrum of the small rupture is出 -

sumed to be ω-2、modelsuch邸:

(2.15b) 
(2.12) 

w 
sm-

IP(叫 o斗 )1=げよ
ωf 

(2.16) 

In the two extreme frequencies where ω→ O 
and ω→∞， the source spectrum of an extended 
rupture is found from Eq.(2.10) to be given by: 

I Uo(ω)I=~in 
1+(瓦?

The function of Eq.(2.12) is the same derived by 
Joyner and Boore (1986)， and also shown in Fig.2 
For large value of DTi=O.5， the frequency varia-
tion of IP(叫勾0)1is smoo七h.By considering the 
fact that the variation in the first corner frequency 
ω/0 may be large， we propose七hefollowing simple 

function for IP(ω，勾0)1 

(2.17) 

ω→0 

lus{w)I = {山ザIP(ω，T/o)1 = 
ω-→cxコ

Figures 3 and 4 show the average source spec-
tra of extended rupture normalized by the seismic 
moment Mo for the c邸 esof κ=1 and 5， respec-
tively. In each figure，ω/0/ωc =1/10 is assumed 
and the variations with the summation 'parame-
ter N are showri. For comparison，' the ω-2 source 
spectrum model、with七hesecond 'corner frequency 
ωc is shown by the heavy line in each五gure.It is 
found from Fig.3 (for the case ofκ=1) that the 
source spectrum of extended rupture follows the 
ω-2 model at七he.lower frequency (ω/0) arid the 
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(2.13) 
where C1 =0.16605， and c2=0.00761. The function 
of Eq.(2.13) is also shown in Fig.2. 

By introducing the second and thi:rd corner 
frequencies defined by， 

2 
仏}c=-， 

7 
(2.14) 
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Fig.5 Geometry of a ruptuTing fault and the path 
to an observation station 

~ higher frequency (ωcu) ranges， but at intermediate 
仕equencyrange its spectral amplitude is lower as 

the summation p紅白neterN increases than七ha七
expected from theω-2 model. These character-

istics obsetved仕omFig.3 are also observed from 
Fig.4 (for the c出 eof κ=5)， but the source spectral 
amplitude is amplified by. a factor of κat higher 

frequency range (ω 三ωcu).
By comparing these characteristics shown in Figs. 

3. and 4 with those obtained from the various ir-

regular source models (for examples， Izuta叫 1984;
Papa伊 orgiou，1988) where the he七erogeneityof ei同

七herslip or stress drop on七heextended rupture 
plane is t北.enin七oaccount，吐lep町 ameterκmay

be found to be equivalenもtothe ratio of local stress 
drop to global stress drop or the ratio of dynamic 
s七r田 sdrop to static stress drop. 

2.3Average rupture ，duration observed atαstαtion 

The observed rupture duraゐionTf depends on the 
size of the extended rupture and the rupture veloc:. 
ity， but it also depends on the orientation of七heob-
servation s七aゐionrelative to the ex志endedrup七ure.

For simplicity we adop七七hesimplest model for the 
geometry of a rupture and the path七oan ODserva-

七ionstation as shown in Fig.5. The observed rup-

ture dura七ion(R>> L where R is the hypocentral 
distance and L is the strike length of the extended 
rupture) is given suchぉ (Ben-Menahe瓜 1961):

L / Vら¥
Tf = T: ! 1一二 cosB) (2.18α) 

J ，匂¥- Cs ----) 

where e is the azimu七hangle仕om七he'strike of 

extended rupture to the observa七ionstation. ，伝

and G s are the rupture velocity and the S wave 
velocity. In Eq.(2.18a)， L， ，仏 Cs，and B may be 
considered as random variables. However， for sim-
plicity， we use the rupture duration of Eq.(2.18a) 
出 aIIestimate of the average rupture dura七ionob-

served at a station: 

TfO c::=. Tf (2.18b) 

3 SAMPLE GROUND乱10TIONFROM 
STOCHASTIC SUl¥在五在ATIONOF SMALL 
EARTHQUAKES 

A sample .accelera七ion七imehistory of ground mcト
tion is generated using the spectral representation 
of stochastic waves proposed by Shinozuka (1974); 
Shinozuka et al.(1987). In this 脱出od，the power 
spectrum of ground acceleration have to be given， 
then the stationary acceleration time history is 
genera七edby吐lefollowing equation: 

N，ω 

αs(t) = V22:V2Saa(ω'j)ムωcω(ωjt+ゆ'j) (3.1α) 

where， 

竹=必ω;午=号;j = 1，2，凡 (3.1b)

Anupp位 bound.of the frequency ωu in Eq.(3.1b) 

represents an upper cut-offfrequency beyond which 
Sαα(ωj) may be部 sumedto be zero for either math-

ema七icalor physical re出 ons.In Eq.(3.1a)，ゆjare 
independent random phase angles uniformly dis-
tributed over七herange (0， 27f). Note that the sim-
ulated time history is asymptotically Gaussian錨

Nωbecomes large due to the centrallimit theorem. 

The nonstationary acceleration time history ，a( t) 
is obtained by multiplying an ，envelope function 
W (t) into the stationary time history as ( t) 

α(t) = W(t)αs(t) (3.2) 

In this study， the following expr白 sionfor the en-
velope func七ionis used: 
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。三三 t三三九

n三t~三 Tc

Tc三t三Td

(3.3) 
where the duration (effective duration Te)ofthe 
stationary strong portion (九 =Tc-Tb) of ground 

mo七ionis出sumedequal to七heaverage observed 

rup七ureduration in Eq.(2.18) 

乙=丸一九=勾o (3.4α) 

Then， the dUration of nonstationary ground mか

tion (む)can be given using the empirical relations 
by Ohsaki(1994): 

Td = 2.63TfO (3.4b) 

九=[0.12 -0.04(MJMA -7)]Td (3.4c) 
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Tc = [0.50 -0.04(MJMA - 7)J九 (3.4d)

lnO.1 
C二一一一 (3.4e) 

Td-Tc 

The power spectrum Saa(ω) of ground acceler-
ation appearing in Eq.(3.1a) is constructed using 
七hespectrum of chapter 2. Then， S，ω(ω) with the 
effective duration Te=勾ois given by: 

A 

B D 

、z
E 

Sαα(ω)=-LlA(ω) 12 

2πTe 

(3.5) Fig.6 Plane view of the rupturing fault and the 5‘ 
stations with equal hypocentral distance 

where IA(ω) 1 is七hespectrum of ground accelera-
tion which is given by: 

IA(ω)1 = SUMN(ω)IT(ω)IIAo(ω)1 (3.6) 

where IAo(ω) 1 is the acceler抗ionspectrum of small 
earthquake obs町 四d山 dist組問 R(the hypocen-

ter of a small ear七hquakeis assumed to be the same 
place of the extended rupture) with seismic mo-

ment mo， which is given bγ: 

IAo(ω)1 = CAso(ω)AD(ω)AA(ω) (3.7) 

where C， Aso(ω)， AD(ω)， and AA(ω)， repr出回t
a scaling factor， a source spec七rum，a diminution 
factor， and a local soil amplification factor， respec-
tively. 

The scaling factor and the source spec七rumof
the small earthquake are given by: 

R(()，t.p)FV 
C= 内 ;Aso(ω) = ~ ， .~vu~ ¥2 (3.8) 4πρC}; ) --uU， --I 1 + (ω/ωω)~ 

where R(()，ψ). is the average correction factor for 
radiation pattern， F accounts for free-surface am-
plification， V accounts for the par七itioningof the 
energy in七wohorizo凶 alcomponents，ρis the den-
sity of七hema七erialatもhesource， C s is the S wave 
velocity at the source， and ωCO is the corner fre-

quency of the small earthquake. 
The diminution factor and the local soil ampli-

fication factor訂 egiven by: 

1 1 wR 
AD(ω) = 1 ， ( . ~ ¥ n  ;.， exp(一二二二一);(3.9α) 

1 + (ω/ωm四 tR---n 2QCs 

「 τ - i/1 + 4h;(三)2
lρCs V dωg 

AA(ω) = "千子ー v 
Vρ，OCSO i /(1一(洋)2)2+吋(手)2

"""g """g 

(3.9b) 
The firs七factorin AD (ω) is the high-cut filtぽ七ha七
accoun七sfor the sudden drop that the spectrum ex-
hibits above wmax. 1七isassumed here η= L The 

second factor is the geometric spreading factor of 

the S wave. The third factor is the effect of the 
material damping on wave propagation in which 
Q is a frequency-dependent attenuation factor. 

The local soil ampli五cationfactor AA (ω) is com-
posed of the deep soil amplification from吐ledeep 
ground level near七hesourcewi七hthe density p and 

the S wave velocity Cs to the engineering ground 
base with ρ'0 and S wave velocity Cso of about 0.5 
to 1 kmjs， and the shallow soil amplification from 
もheengineering ground base to the ground surface. 

The first factor in AA (ω) of Eq.(3.9b) corresponds 
to the deep soil amplification. factor proposed by 

Boore (1987)， and七hesecond factor to the shallow 
soil amplifica七ionrepresented by the Kanai-Tajimi 
spec七rum(Kanai， 1957; Tajimi， 1960).ω9 and hg 
control the peak position and吐lepeak val ue of the 

amplification factor;ω9 = 15.6(radjsec)， hg = 0.6 
for a firm soil. 

4 NUMERICAL EXAMPLE OF SAl¥在PLE
GROUND MOTIONS 

Numerical example is given now in order to demon-
s七ratean applicability of the simulation method 
using a s七ochasticsummation of small earthquakes 
to an artificial generation of strong motions for 
aseismic design. The example is also given to vi-

sualize the effect of directivity of seismic waves on ‘ 

the ground motions. 
In出isnumerical example，七hehorizontal ground 

acceleration time histories on rock si七eare gener-
ated from an earthquake with magnitude MJMA = 
7.0 and hypocentral dis七anceR=30 (km). A strike 
slip faul七withlength L=20 (km) and width W=10 
(凶)is considered. The hypocenter is assumed to 

be a七七hebottom edge of the the extended rupture 
area. 

The determination of the magnitude of small 
e紅白quakemay be arbitrary. In this study the 
magnitude of small earthquake MJMAO is assumed 
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Fig.7 Sample ground acceleration time his七oriesat 
5 stations on rock si七ewith equal hypocentral dis-
tance (MJMA=7.0， R=30 km) 

to be 5.0， because the many empirical relation-
ships in the parameもersare usually ob同inedfor 
the magnitude greater七hanabout 4.0 to 5.0. 

We determine the seismic moments of the e紅白-

quakes with MJMA=7.0釦 dMJMAO=5.0 by the 
following empirical relation which is obtained from 
the earthquakes occurred under the sea area around 
J apanese teri七ory(Sato， 1989): 

Mo(dyne-cm) = 1O(1.5MJMA + 16.2) (4.1) 

From Eq.(2.7) the summa七ionparameter N is de-

termiend using七heseismic moments， Mo and mo， 
of large and small erthquakes such出:

N=  (堕)1九 10 (4.2) 
11&0 

Inevalua七ingthe acceleration spectrum IAAO(ω) I 
of ground motion from small earthquake，七hefol-
lowing values are used: 

R(()，ψ) = 0.63; F = 2.0; V = 0.5; (4.4α) 

p = 2.7grjcm3; Csニ 3.6kmjsec; (4.4b) 

ωa二 9.3radjsec;ω'max= 28.7radjsec (4.4c) 

Q = 1O(ql1og(ωj2π) + q2) (4.4d) 

where ql =0.64， q2=2.1. 
The soil amplification of deep soil layers is部-

sumed constant as: 

I pCs ，1之子 =2.0 (4.5α) 
v PoCso 

The soil amplification of shallow soillayers is eval-
ua七edusing the following parぽneters:

ωg = 5.56radjsec; hg = 0.6 (4.5b) 

The ground accelera七ion七imehistbries at 5 sta-
七ionson rock si七ein Fig.6 are geriera七ed，wi七htime 
intervalムt=0.01 sec， and ωu=2πx 50 radjsec， 
Nω=1024. The sample of acceleration七imehistcト
ries at 5 stations (MJMA二 7.0，R= 30km， on rock 
site) are shown in Fig.7. It is observed from Fig.7 
that everr in the s出 nehypocentral distance R= 30 
(km)， the acceleraもiontime histories are quite diι 
ferent from s七抗ionto station in peak amplitude 
and duration. The higher acceleration and the 
shor七erduration are observed in the sta七ionsA and 
B which are loca七edin the direction. of propagating 
rupture of the faul七， while the lower acceleration 
and七helonger duration in. the s七ationsD and E 
loca七edin七heoposite direc七ionof七hepropagat-
ing rupture. The phenomenon observed in Fig.7 is 
well known as the directivi七yof seismic waves. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper describes a digital simulation method 
of strong earthquake ground motions using a seis-
mological model. It can be concluded that: 

(1) B出 edon the representation theorem of elas-
七odynamicsfor the far-field seismic waves in the 
frequency domain， the Fourier spectrum amplitude 
of ground acceleration motion from an extended 
fault is constructed by the stochastic summation of 
small ear七hquakesproposed by Joyner and Boore 
(1986)， where the rupture start七imesof each small 
ear七hquakeare distributed randomly with uniform 
probability over the rupture duration which is also 
random variable with uniform probabili七y.

(2) In the stochastic summation， a new transfer 
function ~s introduced which originally七akesin七o
account， not only the difference of the slip time 
functions between七heextended rupture and the 
small rup ture ， but also the itregular slip motion 
over a heterogeneous ex七endedrupture plane. 

(3) One parameterκin七roducedinもothe new 
transfer function is found七obe equivalent to the 
ratio of local stress drop to global stress drop or the 
ratio of dynamic stress drop七ostatic stress drop 
in七heavailable irregular source models where the 
heterogenei七yof either slip or s七ressdrop onもhe
ex七endedrupture plane is taken into account. 

(4) The source spectrum of an extend.ed rupture 
by七hestochas七icsummation have three corner fre-

quencies， wfo，ωc， and ωCO which are related to七he
observed rup七ureduration of the extended rupもure，
七herise time of七heextended rupture， and the rise 
time of七hesmall rupture. 
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(5) Based o_n the spectral representation of s七ochas-Symposium， pp.37-42. 
tic waves， the simulation method of the nonsta- [10] Izuta叫 Y.(1984)， Source Parameters Rel-
tionary ground acceleration time histories is sum- evant七oHeterogeneity of a Fault Plane， J. Phys. 
m a r i zed.τEα吋h，Vol.32， pp.511-529. 

(6) Numerí~ale)Çample is given in order to make [11] Joyner， W.B.， and Boore， D.M. (1986)， On 
clear the procedure ;and the evaluation of the model Simulating Large Earthquakes by Green's Func-
parameters for the. genera七ionof ground ficcelera:- tion Addition of Smaller Earthquakes， in Bα付h-
tion timehistories. quake Source Mechαnics， Geophysical Monograph 

(7) Numerical.example also demons七ra七esthe 37， Edited by Das， S.， Boatwright， J.， and Scholz， 
effect of the direc七ivityofseismic waves on the ac- C.H.， American Geophysical Union， Washingもon， ・ 
celera七iontime hi~tories. D.C.， pp.269-274. 
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